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Executive Summary
Information Services is a strategic asset for UMKC’s missions of teaching and learning, research, service
and economic development. We continued to make progress toward our defined goals and this
document details the progress we have made during the first two quarters of FY2013.
We successfully finalized the installations for the Student Success Center, Oak Street Parking Structure
and the Pierson Auditorium projects. These projects had aggressive timelines and required collaborative
efforts within all Information Services departments as well as other key UMKC departments and outside
contractors. We have also been heavily involved in the design and planning processes for the MNL
Classroom Addition, Bloch Hall Addition, and Pharmacy MSU Expansion. Because these projects have a
longer timeline we are able to dedicate the substantial amount of planning/design time that is required
for projects of this complexity. All of these projects include very complex IT, AV and computing systems
that will ultimately be supported by IS.
In our ongoing effort to keep the teaching spaces of the campus modern, the ILE classrooms were
surveyed and new lifecycle initiatives were identified and researched. We also continued to work on
system designs to accommodate IP streaming hardware in new auditoriums and active learning
classrooms for the MNL Classroom Addition and Bloch Hall. Continued research has been conducted on
streaming hardware for remote video production as well.
UMKC IS has been working in tandem with the other UM campuses to establish a Strategic Project
Management Office. During this review period, an SPMO Project Portfolio Weekly Dashboard was
established and the SPMO foundational letter completed. All campuses completed a campus specific
project management self-evaluation and the Project Managers from all campuses met. These meetings
will continue on a quarterly basis. The Project Managers will work with the Special Project Management
Office on the FY 2014 prioritization process. The selection process for the new SPMO Director is
underway.
Much progress was made on the ITSM-BMC Remedy (IT Service Management) project during the review
period. Training was hosted for all staff dedicated to familiarizing staff to the new ticketing solution
forthcoming by BMC. The new system is very different from the current system so in-depth training was
extremely valuable. FERPA training was offered online for all staff as part of that training, as the new
ITSM system has access to more people data than the old system did and it is was important that IS staff
understood the privacy laws associated with this type of information. We worked with other UM
campuses to design and prepare for the implementation of ITSM as a shared service using BMC Remedy.
During this implementation period we continued to maintain and support Remedy Action Request
System.
A partnership effective January 1st between the School of Biological Sciences and IS Support Services
was created. Support Services will continue to provide the highest quality technical support to the
school. We’ve also continued growth in new student lab and computing facilities during this period.
The new facilities include The Learning Center in the Miller Nicholas Library, new kiosk systems in the
Student Success Center and Haag Hall and the two new departmental labs in the School of Computing
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and Engineering.
The annual workstation replacement program is currently underway. Significant progress has been
made and the replacement initiative resulted in over $20,000 in savings. By consolidating orders we
we’re able to further reduce the costs of the equipment.
There are several university-wide committees and strategic initiatives where Information Services has
been involved. Members have served on the Document Lifecycle Steering Committee to streamline the
processes for document management across the campuses. Most recently, Support Services is working
with Xerox management to improve response and communication around break/fix issues, coordination
with technicians and IT helpdesks, as well as refining installation procedures. IS personnel have also
been working on the Hyperion project. They have collaborated with UM colleagues to test and deploy
new software for the university-wide budget office initiative. Specifically working with customers to test
and package MU’s thin application as well as various browsers configurations. While working on the
Forefront Identify Manager project IS has participated in numerous planning meetings to review
products, identify current process and outline new processes related to account management for HR
and Student. Implementation timeline for new system is scheduled for the summer of 2013. The Use
and Usability Committee is a strategic project to review use and usability of systems, services and
processes on each campus. This group is currently in the early planning stages.
We have completed infrastructure upgrades in the Bloch School of Business, Health Sciences building,
Union Station, Biological Sciences, Spencer Chemistry, Fine Arts, School of Education, Durwood Soccer
Stadium, Johnson Hall, Pershing Place Bld., Student Union, Law School, Miller Nichols Library, Student
Success Center, Cherry Street Garage and are currently working on the Medical School. We hope to
complete the Medical School upgrade to Category 6 cable over the next year.
UMKC is actively participating in the system-wide Shared Services Initiative. This initiative includes
projects that span multiple campuses and are designed to cut costs, share resources and even staff
when possible. The goal of this project is to enhance the Universities intercampus data network. Cisco
has agreed to provide free consulting services in support of this project. A Network Architecture
Engagement Committee has been formed with representatives from each campus, the Hospital and
MOREnet to work with Cisco to move this project forward.
The UMKC Instructional Design group has focused on offering training sessions in best practices related
to online courses. They are also certifying online courses for quality under supervision from the Provost
office. Due to the team’s recent expansion, growth in the number of individual consultations with
faculty and in the number of courses certified has grown more rapidly during this period of time. A total
of 15 courses were certified during the review period. It is interesting to note that faculty of courses
that were not System funded requested a certification review. The Instructional Design team feels that
there will be many programs that choose to certify their courses retroactively.
The Instructional Technologies group saw a marked improved in customer tracking procedures during
the period and Live Chat support resulted in a 50% increase in ticket numbers over the preceding 6
months. Enhancements to the student assistant training program along with regular review and selflearning on relevant technology topics resulted in a 90% tier 1 or 2 ticket resolution rate. The group
initiated and collaborated with Internal Applications Department to improve user interface and
functionality of the Blackboard User Request System. The department extended the hours of
operational support from 7AM to 10PM on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays (6pm to 10pm
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only) with the Live Chat tool. Customer feedback was positive.
Foundation Services added over 90 TB of space to our production application and virtual machine
services. We are in the process of adding another 288 TB for additional file services. Over 25 TB of our
existing DAS-based file storage arrays were migrated to SAN-based storage. UMKC file services are now
fully virtualized. In the ongoing effort to bring down costs and maintain a more homogeneous
environment Foundation Services completed working with departments and schools to migrate tapebased backups to disk.
Foundation Services procured and has begun to implement a new backup product (Simpana by
CommVault). We expect to dramatically increase retention and coverage with this product. We also
continued to target candidates for server virtualization. The campus as a whole is currently about 90%
virtualized. We also implemented a new performance monitoring platform that allows for a more
proactive view of UMKC’s private cloud.
The Internal Applications group decommissioned and consolidated the number of Oracle servers in
production as well as helping to resolve backup issues related to Avamar on Oracle servers. The team
also inventoried the various Oracle patches that we will need to apply to the servers. They worked with
Columbia to resolve a query issue related to the admissions app status check and updated the DBLinks
on our various Oracle instance’s connection to PS Student so that they connect to the new PS instance.
The group successfully installed relevant drivers and tested connectivity between MS SQL Server and the
Sybase server.
Internal Applications completed multiple enhancements as part of Phase 2 and Phase 3 of the
Communiversity project. They also developed a new version of the UMKC Lookup to included manager
and direct report information and began work on the Law Event eCommerce website. The team began
work on creating a My UMKC page on the portal and they developed and published an Android version
of the Career Services and Women’s Center applications. The group developed many other applications
and web site updates for departments plus a slew of eCommerce solutions.
The Data Warehouse completed the Fall Semester 2012 Census Process and Reporting during the review
period. They also performed the Sumer Semester 2012 Degree Review and AY2012 Reporting. The
group participated in the PeopleSoft 8.9 to PeopleSoft 9.0 upgrade, the Cognos 8.4.1 to Cognos 10.1.1
upgrade and the Advancement 9.5 to Advance 9.8.1 upgrade. The Advancement Server Virtualization
project was completed and the rooPlan tool was upgraded to the latest version. On behalf of the
campus and various schools/departments, the UMKC Data Warehouse completed a variety of surveys
from third-party organizations.
Information Services has worked diligently during this period to support UMKC’s goals and initiatives.
Through our commitment to offering faculty, staff and students state-of-the-art information technology
we have supported a wide range of computing, multimedia, telecommunications systems and
networking facilities. We continue to support of the University's goals of providing quality instruction by
providing tools to enable learning, discovery, research, service and innovation.
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Information Services Current Projects/Goals
MISSION
We are a strategic asset for UMKC’s missions of Teaching and Learning, Research, Service and Economic
Development.

2016 GOALS






Infrastructure that delivers seamless, secure, reliable, anytime and anyplace user access.
User technologies and support that enhance and facilitate Teaching and Learning, Research, Service,
and Economic Development.
Effective and efficient management of resources.
Accurate, understandable, and accessible communication, documentation and resource use.
Continuous improvement in services, facilities, and professional development.

2012 IS PROJECT LIST & POINT PERSON









Campus New Construction/Renovation (MNL Classroom Addition, Bloch Hall Addition, Student
Success Center, Oak Street Parking Structure, Pharmacy MSU Expansion – Guggenmos/Technology
Management Services
Encryption – Reisenbichler/Support Services & Malyn/Information Security
Expansion of wireless coverage – Johnston/Telecomm & Networking
ILE Classroom Lifecycle Upgrades – Guggenmos/Technology Management Services
IPv6 Implementation – Malyn/Information Security
IP Video Distribution – Guggenmos/Technology Management Services
VOIP rollout – Johnston/Telecomm & Networking

2012 Shared Services Project List











Accounts Management – Goodenow/Information Access
Coordinate IT Planning & Budgeting – Carnett/Operations & Administration
E-Portal – Goodenow/Information Access
Establish Enterprise Architecture – Schonemann/Networking
Establish & Empower a SPMO – Guggenmos/Technology Management Services
Exchange 2011 Upgrade – Schonemann/Networking
Improve Usability and Usefulness of Solution – Goodenow/Information Access
ITSM – BMC Remedy Deployment – Reisenbichler/Support Service
Restructure IT Across UM System – Hines Fritts/CIO
UM Network Architecture – Schonemann/Networking & Johnston/Networking and
Telecommunications
Details on each of the above projects can be found in the individual sections for the responsible department.
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Technology Management Services (TMS)
SHARED SERVICES PROJECT- Establish & Empower a Strategic Project
Management Office
During this review period, great progress was made towards establishing a SPMO. See the chart below
for updates on the specific project objectives.
Goal 1: Establish UM IT Strategic Project Management Office - Update
Objective

Action Plan

#1. Coordinate IT Strategic Plan Implementation

Lock in IT Strategic Planning Process

Complete

#2 Establish UM IT SPMO

Name members, roles, and responsibilities and
communicate
Define current enterprise project portfolio

Complete

Define draft 1 of the project portfolio planning process

In Process

Define project criteria

In Process

Define resource inventory and maintenance processes

In process

Transition active/planned projects into new process

Complete

Define different types/audiences for communication

Complete

#3 Develop Prioritized Project Portfolio

#4. Develop SPMO Communications Plan

Status

Complete

Other notable accomplishments
 An SPMO Project Portfolio Weekly Dashboard was established
 The SPMO foundational letter completed
 All campuses completed a campus specific project management self-evaluation
 An All Campus PM Meeting was held on Friday, 12/7
o 20 PM’s attended the meeting for campuses
o Received good feedback on suggestions for improvement on SPMO documents,
meetings, SharePoint site, communications, etc.
o Looking to make this a quarterly event
 Continuing to work on the FY 2014 prioritization process
 Completed first draft of Project Classifications
 The Interview / hiring process for the new SPMO Director is in process

IS PROJECT - IP Video Distribution System
During this review period, we continued to work on system designs to accommodate IP streaming
hardware in new auditoriums and active learning classrooms for the MNL classroom Addition and Bloch
Hall. Continued research has been conducted on streaming hardware for remote video production as
well. The pilot hardware for this project is pending available capital funds or the possibility of being
funded by another campus project.

IS PROJECT - ILE Classroom Lifecycle Upgrades
During this review period, new lifecycle initiatives were identified, researched, and prioritized in the
table below for budget consideration. We expect to have a decision on which initiatives are funded in
Q1 of 2013.
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ILE Lifecycle Initiatives
Priority

Item

Qty

Cost

Total

FY

1

Workstation
replacement for
PCs in ILE rooms

87

$710.00

$61,770.00

FY13

2

Document
cameras upgrades

170

$870.00

$147,900.00

FY13/FY14

3

Touch monitors
w/annotation &
software

170

$1,200.00

$204,000.00

FY13/FY14

4

Digital signal
transport in ILE
classrooms

170

$700.00

$119,000.00

FY13/FY14

5

Select large
auditorium
upgrades

3

$60,000.00

$180,000.00

FY13/FY14

6

Wide screen
Everywhere

170

$5,500.00

$935,000.00

FY13/FY14

7

Digital switching
gear

170

$3,000.00

$510,000.00

FY13/FY14

Initiative Description/Justification
This project includes replacing outdated
PCs in a large number of ILE classrooms.
This project is broken into three phases and
is currently under way.
There are a number of ILE Hybrid rooms
that do not have document cameras - this
would make these rooms more similar to
full ILE rooms regarding feature set. The
project also includes updating existing ILE
rooms with document cameras that are
capable of being captured via Tegrity
This would add the ability to annotate in ILE
rooms creating the ability for the
annotation to be captured in Tegrity.
The upgrade is required to make the
conversion to complete digital. Though we
are not ready to make the full conversion,
this upgrade would give users a way to
connect digital-only devices (laptops and
tablets) in ILE classrooms. Once we make
the full transition to completely digital, we
would use this transport to feed all sources
from the ILE desk to the projection system
This upgrade would include updating some
of our larger auditoriums (300 seat) to have
better projection systems and sound
systems that would more closely align with
what they can expect in newly designed
auditoriums in MNL and Bloch Hall
The upgrade project would include
upgrading all ILE spaces with widescreen
projection systems and projection screens
to align with where the industry already is.
This would eliminate odd scaling that
occurs now when users try to use 16:9
content in 4:3 rooms
The package would include replacing the
primary video switching gear and
associated connection cables to devices to
complete the conversion to full digital
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TMS System Support Pool
The number of systems supported by TMS grows steadily every year. During this review period, we have
increased the number of supported to 260 by adding 20 new systems. See the table below for the
detailed breakdown by system type
TMS System Support Pool (by system type)
System Type

Count

Full ILE Classrooms

76

Partial ILE Classrooms

1

Hybrid ILE Classrooms

73

ILE - Conference, Seminar & Training Rooms

6

Departmental ILE (class & conference rooms)

33

Departmental AV Systems

71

(Digital signage, recording systems, observation systems, portable carts)
Total Systems Supported

260

Continued Professional Development for Staff
During this review period, the following professional development sessions were completed.
 All technical staff continues progressing on the Certified Technology Specialist (CTS) tracks
through InfoComm. A majority of the technicians have completed the first phase and are
preparing to start phase 2.
 IS strategic Thinking Session – Justin Guggenmos, Bruce Waggoner, Terry Easley, and Rudi
Plattner. This session was dedicated to identifying and reviewing issues that needed to be
addressed within the IT division.
 Crestron Lighting Control Programming course – Don Fuller. This session provided Don with the
knowledge necessary to take over Crestron programming for UMKC lighting controllers inhouse.
 Live Design International Show – Scott Duncan. Attendees working in theater, concerts, houses
of worship, corporate presentations, clubs, theme parks, and any other live venue attend LDI to
see the latest gear in action, refresh their knowledge, and replenish their creativity. More than
300 exhibiting companies provide attendees with live demos and the opportunity for face-toface discussions about equipment including lighting, sound, projection and special effects.
 ITSM Training – All staff. This training was dedicated to familiarizing staff to the new ticketing
solution forthcoming by BMC. The new system is very different from the current system so indepth training was extremely valuable.
 Interview & Selection Training (by HR) – Bruce Waggoner, Terry Easley and Rudi Plattner.
 FERPA training – All Staff. The new ITSM system has access to more people data than our old
system did and it is was important that IS staff understood the privacy laws associated with this
type of information

Provide IT Project Management Services and IT/AV system design services for
campus new construction/renovation
We successfully completed the Student Success Center, Oak Street Parking Structure and the Pierson
Auditorium Renovations Project during this period. These projects had aggressive timelines which
7
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touched all IT departments, requiring an intense amount of coordination, and had little room/tolerance
for not being completed on time as they are essential for students.
In a parallel track, we have also been heavily involved in the design and planning processes for the MNL
Classroom Addition, Bloch Hall Addition, and Pharmacy MSU Expansion. These projects have more
generous timelines allowing us to dedicate the appropriate amount of planning/design time required for
projects of this complexity. All of these projects include very complex IT, AV and computing systems
that will ultimately be supported by IT to some degree. As we move forward, we will continue to work
on system and package design, locking in infrastructure requirements and identifying project schedule
tasks and durations to be included in the general contractors schedules.

Provide advanced technical expertise and services to UMKC academic units, and
UMKC departments
We have worked with several academic units and departments to design, install, and in most cases,
provide ongoing support for several complex AV and ILE systems. During this review period, we have
completed sixteen projects valued at $488,141.00. We currently have four AV projects valued at
~$3,700,000 being implemented and seven additional AV projects in the design phase valued at ~$1.7
million (See tables below for details).
Completed Projects
Project

Project Details

4747 Troost 111

SBTDC Conference Room System

AC Plaza Upgrade

Wide Screen Upgrade - Added Second Projector and Screen

CFM Conference Room

Planning and Design Conference Room System

$5,535.00

FH Computer Lab

Card Access and Management software

$4,555.00

HSCP LCD

(1) Medium format LCD for Training

ILC Phase 2
KC STEM

(1) Full ILE System, (48) seat Computer Lab, and (2)
Collaboration Rooms
(1) LCD AV System

Oak Street Parking Structure

New Lenel Monitoring Displays

Pierson Auditorium

Custom Conference Hall AV System, Touch LCD System in
Chancellor's Dining Room
(1) Medium format LCD for Training

SCE 350J LCD
SOM Projector and Wireless
Upgrade

Widescreen Projector Upgrades and Wireless Microphones

Student Success Center

(4) ILE Digital Hybrid Conference Rooms
(4) LCD Conference Rooms

Est. Lifecycle Cost
$4,970.00
$12,662.00

$507.00
$101,200.00
$1,275.00
$5,340.00
$163,659.00
$430.00
$27,747.00

$136,792.00

(5) Digital Signage Locations
SU Replacement LCDs

(2) Large format LCD for Gaming Stations

TMM Projector

(1) Replacement projector for Theater

UMKC PD Squad Room

AV Conference/Training room

Women's Center LCD

(1) LCD AV System

Total

$6,980.00
$1,071.00
$12,932.00
$2,486.00
$488,141.00
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Current Projects – Implementation Phase
Project

Project Details

Est. Lifecycle Cost

Bloch School Building
Addition
FA 105 Renovation

Collaboration with Sextant on AV Design for Technology
enhanced new building
ILE Partial and Space Renovation

$2,300,000.00

MNL Classroom Addition

900 Seats of Student Instruction Space

$1,300,000.00

SOD 364

Full ILE AV System

$7,886.65
$65,140.00

Total

$3,673,026.65

Current Projects - Design/Planning Phase
Project

Project Details

Est. Lifecycle Cost

Cherry Hall 4th Floor

(3) Conference Rooms and Scala Digital Signage

$52,500.00

Campus IPTV System

UMKC Cable-Digital Signage Distribution System

$60,000.00

Law Digital Signage

Multiple Signage Displays

LS 1-212

Conference Room w/ LCD Confidence Monitors

LS Sat Service

Satellite Service Installation (4 Locations)

Pharmacy Program

SOP Distance Education Program Lifecycle Upgrades

Pharmacy Program MSU
Campus
Total

(3) DE/ILE Classrooms, (2) Conference rooms, (6) Collaboration
Systems

$TBD
$21,050.00
$TBD
$375,837.36
$1,260,707.75
$1,770,095.11

Other Notable Accomplishments


During the Summer/Fall Semester 2012, utilization of Full ILE classrooms was roughly 35% higher
than Non-ILE classrooms. Hybrid ILE Classrooms utilization was 24% higher than a Non-ILE
classrooms.

Classroom Hour Utilization
100%
90%
80%

70%

47%

58%

60%

82%

50%

Unused

40%

Used

30%
20%

53%

42%

10%

18%

0%
Full ILE Classrooms

Hybrid ILE Classrooms

Non-ILE Classrooms
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Classroom Technology Services provided maintenance and support for ILE and AV systems on the
Volker, Northland and a portion of the Hospital hill campus. During this period, 85% of all support
tickets assigned to Classroom Technology Services were resolved within a 24 hour period. Of this
85%, 44% were resolved within 1 hour.

Ticket Resolution Time
15%
41%

1 Hour
44%

2-24 Hours
> 24 Hrs



Video Services provided maintenance and first-tier technical support for all ILE and AV equipment in
Health Sciences Building. During this period, 94% of all support tickets assigned to Video Services
resolved within a 24 hour period. 50% were resolved within 1 hour.

Ticket Resolution Time
6%

44%

50%

1 Hour

2-24 Hours
> 24 Hrs
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ITV Distance Education Support Hours
8%

4%
School of Pharmacy

7%

School of Nursing

81%

Labor Studies
Comm. Studies



We have provided technicians to support ITV Distance Education programs for a number of
academic units with a majority of the support load dedicated to the School of Pharmacy and the
School of Nursing. During this review period, they have supported 1023 hours of ITV room distance
learning support.

Videoconferencing Set Up & Support Hours

0%

ROTC
32%

4%
64%

Missouri Library
Association
School of Pharmacy
Other
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We have provided technical support for videoconferencing meetings on the Volker Campus and a
portion of the Hospital Hill Campus. During this review period, we have set up and supported 281
hours of videoconference meetings
We completed the new UMKC Central Office in the Student Success Center. For this project we
provided design guidance to ensure the necessary technology was purchased and installed. This
office provides students with a single place to visit to have their problems addressed and will
leverage various technology’s to unite remote campus resources.
As part of the Cherry St. Parking Garage, we also completed a new campus security dispatch and
monitoring display station for the UMKC Police Department.

We completed the Atterbury Student Success Center Project. This project included four LCD
Conference Rooms (upper left), four ILE Hybrid Digital Classrooms (upper right) and five Scala Digital
Signage Locations (bottom row).
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AV system design work has continued on the MNL Classroom Addition project and is about 85%
complete. Key accomplishments during this period include the relocation of two satellite dishes
formally located on the south side of the fine arts building to the roof of the Atterbury Student
Success Center. Also as part of the project, we partnered with Networking identify a new network
based clock system that will be used as part of this project and likely all projects going forward.

The new classroom building will include (1) 300 seat auditorium, (2) 200 seat classrooms that can be
combined into (1) 402 seat space, and (2) 106 seat classrooms. Initial estimates are valued at
~$1,300,000. CTS has made considerable contributions to this project thus far.





Video Production Projects
o Provided camera operator and streamed “White Coat Ceremony” on August 11
o Produced “Radiation Safety” video for Pharmacy, a 30 hour project.
o Produced an updated “Aseptic Technique” for Pharmacy, a 29 hour project
o Produced a video for the School of Nursing’s “E-Portal”, a 17 hour project
o Assisted Academic Enhancement to stream “Distinguished Lecturer: Mustafa Akyol”
o Assisted Academic Enhancement to stream “Distinguished Lecturer: Carl Steefel”
o Provided camera operator and streamed “Strategic Plan Listening Sessions”
We have provided programming and scheduling for UMKC PEG cable channels which consisted of
ingesting 364 new video programs for broadcast
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This period we took over handling requests for on-demand streaming video, from Information
Access. During this period, we added and provided links to 356 on-demand videos. We have
significantly developed the support roles for live streamed events and are now the go-to unit for this
type of support.
Design continues for the School of Pharmacy and Missouri State University (MSU) Pharmacy
Distance Education project and is ~20% complete. The project includes design and integration of
new technology for three distance education classrooms, two conference rooms, four exam rooms
and three student collaboration systems at the MSU location. (~$1,300,000). Notable
accomplishments during this period include a finalized voice and data plan, a new furniture plan
utilizing arched tables to increase the amount to space to students and reduce hardware
requirements, coordination with MU AV staff to schedule a site visit to Columbia, and lastly a signed
sublease for the building with MSU.
There is also an UMKC component to this project which includes phased upgrades to all SOP
distance Ed classrooms in the Health Sciences Building (~$375,000) as well as the MU campus. .

We completed Phase 2 of the Interactive Learning Center Project. This project included a Full ILE
Classroom System with dual projection along with a 48 seat Computer Lab. The student computers
and ILE instructors’ desk can all simultaneously communicate via LAN School software to enhance
learning and collaboration.
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Design and customer advocate roles continue for the new Bloch School Addition (~$2,300,000). This
new facility will have an intense amount of new technology that includes a behavioral Lab, a large
auditorium, several tiered classrooms, five active learning classrooms, 14 student study rooms, 38
portable LCD carts, a video conferencing room, a two story media wall and a Finance Lab all of which
will equipped with the latest technology. We have been heavily involved in the programming and
design for this project for nearly two years now and design is currently 75% complete. Key
accomplishments during this review period include 50% and 75% AV and IT design completion,
selection of primary collaboration software platform with the help of Support Services, completed
security design package, and countless planning and design meetings.
We also have a parallel effort to partner with Bloch via a support MOU to ensure adequate IT
support resources are available when this amazing building opens. This process is ongoing.



We completed a system upgrade to the Administration Center Conference Center Plaza room. This
system included adding a second projection screen, changing the room orientation as it relates to
the displays and installing new high power projectors.
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We completed the hardware/equipment installation for the Pierson Auditorium renovations
projects. This project included a dual projection AV system, high performance sound system, press
specific connections, a large digital signage system for space related events, and a large touch
screen conference system in the Chancellor’s Dining room. Final system configuration and
commissioning is currently underway as the space is free of events.



During this review period, the UMKC Northland Campus was shut down and all IT and AV systems
were removed from the space. This included 6 ILE Hybrid classrooms, one ILE classroom computer
lab, and the primary networking equipment that supported phones, wireless and hardwired network
to this building.
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We completed $488,141.00 of AV projects during this review period.
We also completed ILE Classroom system maintenance in all ILE Classrooms during break.
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Support Services
Key Initiatives
IT Service Management
On December 17th, after careful planning and collaboration, Information Services migrated to a new
university-wide ticketing system called BMC’s IT Service Management (ITSM). Incident Management is
the ticket tracking module within ITSM and the first in a suite of
products to be implemented. It replaces a number of aging and
isolated ticketing applications that were in use across the
campuses. This new shared solution brings new business value to
the university by streamlining resources and providing a common
toolset for IT helpdesks and other service centers across the
university. It allows customer requests to be easily and efficiently
reassigned across service groups and when necessary across the
campuses. These efficiencies reduce customer downtime while
increasing service availability. A common four-campus user
interface (at https://request.umsystem.edu/) provides students,
faculty and staff with the ability to report a problem online 24x7.
ITSM is truly a shared campus initiative. The new solution is hosted
at UMKC, but technical teams across the campuses work together to configure and administer the
program. A steering committee, comprised of representatives from each campus provides the
governance with CIO oversight. Additional ITSM components will be phased in over the next few years.
MOU with the School Of Biological Sciences
Support Services provided technical support to the School of Biological
Sciences (SBS) when their IT position became vacant this past fall. A new
agreement, effective January 1st, was signed with IS Support Services so that
we will continue to provide their technical support. Support Services now
provides technical supports services for several academic units at UMKC.
Workstation Replacement
The annual workstation replacement initiative resulted in over $20,000 in
savings. By consolidating orders we were able to further reduce the costs of
the equipment. Additional details about the project can be found under the
IT hardware procurement section of this report.
Student Computing Lab Facilities Growth
We’ve seen continued growth in new student lab and computing facilities
during this period. The new facilities include The Learning Center in the Miller Nicholas Library, new
kiosk systems in the Student Success Center and Haag Hall and the two new departmental labs in the
School of Computing and Engineering. Supports Services provides technical support for all of the new
computers in these facilities.
Multi-campus initiatives
There are several university-wide committees and strategic initiatives where Support Services has either
served on the committee or participated in the implementation of the initiative. These include the
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following
 Document Lifecycle Steering Committee – serving on committee to streamline processes for
document management across the campuses. At UMKC, 43 Xerox MFD devices are now
installed. A new document services center also serves the campus community. Most recently,
Support Services is working with Xerox management to improve response and communication
around break/fix issues, coordination with technicians and IT helpdesks, as well as refining
installation procedures.
 Hyperion project –collaborated with UM colleagues to test and deploy new software for
university-wide budget office initiative. Specifically working with customers to test and package
MU’s thin application, various browsers configurations, etc. in support of Hyperion.
 Forefront Identify Manager project – participated in numerous planning meetings to review
products, identify current process and outline new processes related to account management
for HR and Student. Implementation timeline for new system is scheduled for summer 2013.
 Use and Usability Committee – Serving as member on strategic project to review use and
usability of systems, services and processes on each campus. Currently in early planning stages.
Support Services – Customer Requests
 Over the last five years, the support volume in Support Services has steadily increased



More digital devices on campus, as well as the increase in services available online translates to
more requests for support.
Customer satisfaction continues to remain high. The following chart represents customer
satisfaction data collected from surveys closed by IS Support Services for the period of July 2012
through December 2012.
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Support Services - Customer Satisfaction Rates
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Call Center Projects



The Call Center responded to 14,461 support requests, resolving 11,485 requests and escalating
2,976 requests.
The Call Center’s first-call resolution rate was 79%.
Time Period
Q1 & Q2 2010
Q3 & Q4 2010
Q1 & Q2 2011
Q3 & Q4 2011
Q1 & Q2 2012
Q3 & Q4 2012



Total Number of Call Center
Support Requests
16091
14499
14328
11661
12084
14461

Support requests generated though our online problem report tool remains relatively even over the
last two years. This tool allows users to submit requests 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and the
requests are generally addressed during business hours. However, we are able to spot trends in offhours, when multiple users report on problems with the same services.
Time Period

Total Number of Web
Submission Requests
Q3 & Q4 2010
600
Q1 & Q2 2011
528
Q3 & Q4 2011
506
Q1 & Q2 2012
517
Q3 & Q4 2012
560*
* Submitted through December 17th, 2012


ITSM Design and Implementation
o Worked with other UM campuses to design and prepare for implementation ITSM as a
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shared service using BMC Remedy
Created documentation and trained 102 Information Services staff, 49 Student Affairs staff
and 10 Administrative Affairs staff on ITSM use
Continued to maintain and support Remedy Action Request System for tracking support requests
o Created documentation and trained 60 Student Affairs and Administrative Affairs staff on
Remedy use (old system)
Worked with Alumni Office and Internal Applications team to implement process to set up alumni
with UMKC-branded Outlook Live email accounts
Published four articles to IS Blog
Staffed four New Student Orientation sessions
Staffed one New Faculty Orientation session
Coordinated guest accounts for 230
Worked with Admissions, Registration and Records and various UM IT groups to address SSO
account creation and maintenance issues.
o










Desktop Support


Responded to and resolved 3,338 desktop support requests
Affiliation




Ticket Count

Percent

Faculty
GRA/WorkStudy

1242
138

37%
4.7%

Other
Staff
Student
Total

12
1597
349
3338

0.3%
48%
10%

Responded to and resolved 402 Student Assistant Problem Reports
Expanded support of additional computer labs across campus. This includes providing images to
outside departments to ensure a consistent and stable computing environment for our students.
We have also started to manage additional computing sites as our support base continues to
expand, including
o Interactive Learning Center (102 computers)
o University Libraries (Image Management only) (122 computers)
o Public kiosks in Student Success Center (26 computers)
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Number of Student Accessible Computers
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We also had 11,629 distinct individuals use the public computing sites between 7/1/2012
and 12/31/2012. This represents a very large percentage of our student base and
exemplifies the usefulness and importance of these student computing facilities.
In addition to the physical computer sites we had 1,457 distinct individuals using our
Remote Labs over the last 6 months.

Distinct Users
14000
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10977

11662

11219

8
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240
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12246

11795

11838

11358

11629

914
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Remote Lab Logins
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Complete re-design of the Royall Hall 303/304 computer Lab including,
o Disassemble existing lab
o Worked with CFM and various vendors on new, more modern, design
o Procurement and installation of new computers, monitors, printers



Implemented WebPrint, which allows students to print from their own laptops, anywhere on
campus, to select lab printers (RH & HSB)
Imaged 1,300 lab computers across campus to ensure they have the most up-to-date software and
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run at peak performance
Installed 5 new internet kiosks in Hagg Hall



Expanded the Interactive Learning Center (ILC) by 48 computers, for a total of 102. The ILC
includes specialized software, such as LanSchool, which greatly helps facilitate teaching in
this new high-tech space.





Upgraded KeyServer, and all 1,300 clients, to 7.0
Updated RemoteLabs to maintain parity with physical computer labs
Windows 7 continues to be the most popular operating systems. We have increased the number of
Windows 7 clients by 288 between 7/1/2012 and 12/31/2012 and recently started internal testing of
Windows 8.

Windows Clients by Version
7000
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0
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Windows XP
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Windows 8

Nov
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Windows 7
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Updated Windows 7 Universal images to support new computer models and updated software
versions.
Created Windows 8 Universal images to in preparation to fully support this upcoming operating
system. This includes the creation of several “beta” images, driver management, and overcoming
some of Windows 8’s new consumer focused features to ensure success in our environment.
Implemented new Mobile Device Management solution, AirWatch, which allows us to efficiently
secure and configure cell phones and tablet devices. At this time we have over 60 tablets being
managed by AirWatch, including “labs” of iPads.
Updated the following license servers
o FEKO
o Mathematica
o OPNET
Completed manual inventory for School of Pharmacy research labs.
Created report to track exceptions made for re-purposed computers.
Assisted with 74 cell phone upgrades for CFM.
Continually updated the following applications across campus to reduce security vulnerabilities and
ensure our customers are kept up-to-date.
o Firefox
o Java
o Flash/Shockwave
o Adobe Reader/Acrobat
Investigated SCCM SP1 migration paths and scheduled SCCM training for key personal.
Created/Updated 76 SCCM packages for Labs, ILE, and campus wide use (See Appendix for specifics).
Upgraded primary campus license server to Windows 2008 R2.
Rebuild the Print Queue Request system to allow greatly flexibility and to use existing web
standards.
Provided backstop support for IHD as they search for a new IT Liaison.
Provided backstop support for the School of Biological Sciences as we worked toward an MOU.
Hired and trained new Desktop Support technician.
Created several new security based Group Policies for campus digital signage systems.
Updated PaperCut.
Worked with Xerox and assisted in the deployment of 18 MDF across campus.
Identified and updated many types of devices that used Columbia’s open SMTP server in order to
reduce the amount of spam on campus.
Workstation Replacement Program
o Reviewed computer standards/configurations
o Created custom inventories for each department on campus
Created online software order forms for Microsoft & Adobe products.
Created custom C# app to display MTVu content on the digital signage computers.
Updated and tested backup strategies for KCUR.
Setup new analytical SQL database server for internal reporting needs.
Investigated and setup TideBreak demo infrastructure. This software could be used extensively in
the new Bloch building.
Relocated about 40 computers in the AC due to construction.
Assisted with moving several departments into the new Student Success Building and Parking
Garage.
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Disconnected all computer equipment at the Northland campus.
SCCM Packages created/updated by Desktop Support

7zip

Adobe CS6 Illustrator

AutoCAD 2013

Adobe CS6 Production Premium

ICF Respondus Lockdown
Browser 1.0.4.36
ICF Sibelius 7.1.2.46

CS5590CC Fedora 17 VM

Adobe Premiere 11

Java 1.6u35

EMACS 24.2

Adobe Reader 10.1.3

Java 1.6u37

ETAP 11.1.1

Adobe Reader 10.1.4

L702B PenTouch

Fotosizer

Adobe Reader 11.0.0

LibreOffice 3.6.0

GIS Lab Folder

Adobe Web Players

Microsoft Expression Web 4

OpenSees 2.4.0

Adobe Web Players

Microsoft MapPoint 2013

Origin

Adobe Web Players

Microsoft Visual Studio 2012

Origin 8.6 SR3 x64

Adobe Web Players

Mozilla Firefox 10.0.10 ESR

Origin 8.6 SR3 x86

Adobe Web Players

Mozilla Firefox 10.0.11 ESR

Rational Systems Developer 7.0.5

AutoCAD 2013

Mozilla Firefox 10.0.7 ESR

SlikSVN 1.7.7

BMC Remedy Client 7.6.04 SP3

Mozilla Firefox 10.0.9 ESR

SmartGit 3.0.11

EndNote X6

Mozilla Firefox RealPlayer Fix

Subclipse 1.8.16

GPower 3.1.5

MTVu

VisualAnalysis 8.00.0014

ICF AMD Catalyst 12.4 x64

Oracle Hyperion SmartView

XEmacs 21.4.22

ICF AMD Catalyst 12.4 x86

Oracle Hyperion ThinApp

ACT AIM 2.4

ICF AMD Catalyst 12.6 x64

Oracle Hyperion ThinApp

Adobe Acrobat 10.1.3 Update

ICF Argus 15.0.1.26

Oracle Hyperion ThinApp

Adobe Acrobat 10.1.4 Update

ICF DirectRT 2012.4.151

SAS 2013 Renewal

Adobe Acrobat 9 (Latest Version)

ICF Finale 2012b

Silverlight 5.1.10411.0

Adobe Acrobat 9.5.1 Update

ICF MediaLab 2012.4.117

SurePDF 4.2.0

Adobe Acrobat 9.5.2 Update

ICF MULTILOG 7.03

TMA

Adobe Acrobat X (Latest Version)

ICF OSD Win7 x64 Holding Package

ViewMail 8.6.7

Adobe Acrobat XI (Latest Version)

ICF Peachtree 2012

Adobe CS6 Dreamweaver

ICF Print Release Client 12.2





Special Event Consultation/Assistance
o Math EXPO – Provided guest login credentials access restrictions.
o SCE Python conference - Provisioned and tested guest login accounts for Python and Lego
conferences.
Apple support
o Developed print metering solution for Mac-based labs.
o Created Adobe CS6 install packages for the various CS6 collections.
o Renewed AppleCare Select support agreement (entitles us to 10 enterprise-level support
incidents per year).
o Developed solution for printing to Windows-hosted print queues for Mac to include
seamless AD authentication.
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o









Maintained/updated standard Mac software images for OS X 10.6-10.8 available via
DeployStudio.
Prepared and released hardware to surplus including 112 computers, 158 monitors and 6 printers
Desktop team completed ITSM training.
Software license management
o Updated ESRI and ERDAS license servers with keys for 2013.
Departmental lab support
o Dismantled and reassembled KH 007 lab to allow for new carpet installation.
o Assisted Communication Studies with Adobe
CS6 software purchasing and installation for
Communication Studies labs.
o Replaced wireless mice and keyboards in GH
221/222 with wired models.
o Consulted with Art & Art History to evaluate
their needs for improved physical security in FA
labs. Updated security hardware in FA 104, 105,
109, and 116 labs.
o Created custom lockdown/testing solution for
Urban Research Lab for occasional use for
entrance and comprehensive exams.
o Updated and applied software images in 10 labs (153 machines)
o Theatre – Liaised with A&S Dean’s office and Theatre Dept. to identify, acquire, and install
$26k in both critical hardware and software upgrades
 Costume Design – lg. format printer & color laser printer.
 Stage Management – 1 PC & color laser printer.
 Technical Direction – 4 workstations.
 Lighting Design – 2 PCs, 1 iMac, 1 laser printer.
 Scene Design – 3 iMacs, 2 PCs, scanner, lg. format printer.
o Consulted with SCE faculty to determine hardware/software requirements for two new labs
needed for Spring 2013 semester.

Liaised with DH Pace to install new cardswipe readers on RH and RHFH office/storage areas.
Implemented new iPad sound board controller solution in White Hall, PAC for the Conservatory of
Music & Dance. Liaised with ISNT to ensure adequate wifi coverage.
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Provided backstop Apple hardware/software support to School of Biological Sciences after their
technician’s departure.

UMKC IT Hardware Procurement



Purchased over $990,000 worth of IT hardware, including computers, tablets, printers, peripherals
and related service warranties.
The distribution of spending over primary
vendors
IT Hardware: Primary Purchase Methods
o Dell and Apple remain the primary
computer vendors, representing
ePro
nearly 93% of the total hardware
82.3%
spend
Bookstor
 Expenditures on Dell and
e
Apple are up by a substantial
ePro
137% from the previous sixmonth period.
 This increase is primarily due
to the large Workstation
Bookstore
ProCard
Replacement Program
1.0%
16.7%
(WRP) purchase in this
period where Dell and Apple
are most visibly highlighted
as the standards for campus computing.
o Apple hardware purchases accounted for about 15% of the spending
 This represents a 20% decrease in percentile spending on Apple hardware over the
previous period.
 While the popularity of Mac and iOS products continues to be strong in many areas,
this may indicate a decline in overall Apple spending and/or increased price
sensitivity to the more expensive Apple-branded products.

Top Ten IT Hardware Vendors
77.9%
Dell
Apple
GovConnection
CDW-G
UMKC Bookstore
Visix
Amazon
Secure-It
Newegg
0.1%
0.2%
0.2% 0.3%

15.1%
0.6%

1.0%

1.7%

2.8%
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Workstation Replacement Program
o Provided pre-order computer inventory analysis and projections
o Developed hardware funding criteria
o Worked with vendors to achieve bulk discounts and create numerous standard and
specialized quotes from Dell and Apple
o Placed orders with vendors for 663 computer system requests collected during WRP 2013
o Communicated with IT Liaisons and fiscal officers about hardware models, ordering, funding
eligibility and delivery
Mobile device and wireless service procurement
o Served as institutional point-of-contact for wireless device procurement processes, including
day-to-day activities such as item selection, consultation, device and plan ordering, resolving
issues with four (4) primary vendors and coordinating support requests with the IS Desktop
Support team.
o Provided support to Blackberry Enterprise Server and reduced usage to three (3) users by
end of review period
o Activated 138 lines of service on various devices (e.g., cell phones, air cards, hotspots,
wireless tablets), including new lines, upgrades, ports and warranty replacements with a
distribution as given below

Line Activations by Carrier

Verizon,
92, 66.7%

Sprint, 27,
19.6%
AT&T, 18,
13.0%

Verizo
n
Sprint

T-Mobile,
1, 0.7%

o

Provided reports and information requests on mobile device numbers distributed as given
below

Wireless Lines of Service

Sprint
43.2%

Verizon
28.1%
AT&T
25.8%

Sprint
Verizon

T-Mobile
2.9%
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o
o
o

o



Processed numerous requests for device swaps and wireless plan/features changes
Created and maintained a website to document purchase recommendations and plan
details available to UMKC-owned device and lines
Researched and documented vendor-specific positions for items such as early termination
fees, contract language and agreement origins, phone unlocking policies and transfer of
liability processes.
Large-scale Campus Facilities cell phone project
 Department was challenged to find effective communication tools and services as
the campus radio system was retired due to age and cost considerations
 Worked with department to consider proposals and offerings from three (3) primary
carriers (Sprint, AT&T and Verizon)
 Campus Facilities chose to partner with Verizon due to its superior network
coverage on the Hospital Hill campus
 Completed consultation, ordering and deployment phases of project involving 76
devices and lines of service
 Managed numerous changes to lines and the Push-to-Talk application environment
for internal communications

Other notable activities
o Provided IT item selection and configuration consultation for 67 distinct departments in
response to a myriad of different request scenarios
o Worked with vendors to create 169 customized price quotes for various and multiple
products and configurations
o Reviewed and provided IT approval for 63 eProcurement orders input by other departments
o Worked with Procurement and fiscal officers to resolve eleven (11) eProcurement budget
errors
o Processed authorized returns for five (5) hardware items
o Reconciled PCard orders on a monthly basis providing invoice/receipt documentation,
MOCode and PeopleSoft account code assignments for 154 orders
o Instructed the creation of Journal Entry transfers to reallocate funds for seven (7) Bookstore
orders and two (2) interdepartmental equipment transfers
o Developed and strengthened business relationships with a number of primary vendor
contacts, most notably Absolute, CDW-G, Verizon, AT&T, Apple, Sprint, Dell, T-Mobile and
GovConnection
o Represented UMKC on two (2) University-wide committees
 UM Volume Purchasing Agreement committee
 UM Standards committee
o Created, published and updated IT Hardware Procurement web pages to provide
information on models, configurations and pricing on UMKC standards for computers and
networked printers
o Communicated with IT Liaison community regarding changes to hardware procurement,
standards and product availability

UMKC IS Software Procurement


Placed software orders and renewals totaling $797,947.51
 Placed software orders for various departments on ProCard ($149,887.39)
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Placed software orders and renewals through eProcurement ($261,713.42)
o CommVault
o Infoblox
o SafeConnect
o Tidebreak
o VOPS Server
o Miscellaneous
 Processed UMKC’s portion of shared System contracts
o Apple Server Support - $4,796.00
o Blackboard - $108,701.00
o Equella - $12,348.00
o ESRI - $5,000.00
o Mathematica - $2,880.00
o Microsoft Premier Support - $21,536.25
o Microsoft Campus Agreement - $195,631.88
o Minitab - $660.00
o NVivo - $480.00
o Wimba - $34,313.57
Renewed annual licenses for Bomgar, Learning Objects Campus Pack, ListServ, PaperCut, RedHat,
Respondus, Veeam
Renewed departmental licenses for ERDAS, MathCAD, Matlab

Software Purchase Methods

19%
48%
33%

ProCard






eProcurement

Shared System Contracts

Released new on-line order forms for Adobe and Microsoft software
 Eliminated faxed paper forms
 Order data now automatically entered into software database
Provided support to hardware buyer on cell phone purchase and support
ISSS Software Database nearly complete
 All current purchases entered directly into database
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98% of historical records entered
o Vendors - 244
o Software Titles – 625
o License Records – 3,833

Software Purchases by Vendor
(62 unique vendors)
Microsoft
CommVault
Blackboard
Adobe
Wimba
VOPS
Tidebreak



Worked with system campuses to increase efficiency through shared services
o Assisted local users in setting up a trial of the Starfish student retention software (also being
tested in Columbia)
o Participated in monthly system-wide conference calls to discuss Microsoft Premier Support
issues
o Attended VPA quarterly Telepresence meetings
o Attended quarterly Standards Committee Telepresence meetings

IS SS Procurement Methods ~ Total $1,788,162.54
Shared System
Contracts,
$386,346.70,
22%
eProcurement,
$1,076,644.67,
60%



Bookstore,
$10,241.00,
0%

ProCard,
$314,930.17,
18%

Represented IS on Campus Sustainability Committee. In fiscal year 2012, we recycled 68% of our
waste
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IS Managed Labs


Maintained operations in six IS-managed general use student computer labs, twelve restricted
access labs, and supplied one associated computer classroom. 9,649 people used these sites
during this time
Lab
Bloch School of Management 005
Bloch School of Management 110
Health Sciences 3304
Johnson Hall
Miller Nichols 2nd Floor
Oak Place Labs
Royall Hall 303
School of Computing and Engineering 364
School of Computing and Engineering 460
School of Computing and Engineering 462
School of Computing and Engineering 463
School of Computing and Engineering 464
School of Education 129
Student Union 210
















Individuals
550
1,556
1,118
482
2,326
790
3,837
544
701
757
636
846
2,347
4,054

Continued to collaborate with various schools and departments to ensure student computing
needs are met.
Worked with CFM to improve lab environments by scheduling deep-cleaning of floors in Bloch
School of Management room 110, Royall Hall room 303, and School of Computing and
Engineering room 364, 460, 462, 463, and 464 computer labs.
Staffed Miller Nichols Library computer lab for extended hours for Fall semester finals.
Staffed School of Computing and Engineering labs for extended hours for Fall semester
midterms and finals.
Continued to simplify back-office procedures and documentation to improve efficiency of
operations wherever possible.
Began research on new software solution for tracking Student Assistant shifts.
Trained Student Assistants on print release stations in Royall Hall room 303 and Health Sciences
Building room 3304 computer labs
Updated content and screenshots on the labs web page http://www.umkc.edu/is/labs/
Began work revising application procedures for students interested in Student Assistant
positions.
Provided staffing and support for one special event in the Health Sciences Building room 3304
computer lab.
Staffed registration sessions during four new student orientations.
Scheduled 2 classes in the Health Sciences Building room 3304 computer lab.
Received over 75 applications for Student Assistant positions, interviewed 41 prospective new
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hires, and hired 29 new Student Assistants for IS-managed labs. Conducted 11 new hire
orientations.
Processed over 5,000 shifts and supervised nearly 15,000 Student Assistant manhours. Completed reviews for 63 Student Assistants.
Supported student printing needs by keeping supplies on hand and printers ready for use. Over
285,000 print jobs were printed in IS-managed general use student computer labs, totaling over
1,630,000 pages.

Other initiatives within Support Services
 Serve as UM-wide campus coordinator for Dell certifications and campus reimbursements
 Participated in the PWC IT audit for mobile devices
 Served on numerous committees including UM Standards Committee, VPA committee,
Pathway Leads and various others;
 Met with numerous vendors to stay current with new technology, updates, etc.
 Chaired and coordinated IT Liaison meetings
 Completed an MOU for technical support with UMKC Real Estate Office
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Infrastructure Services
IS PROJECT - INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT

Upgrade Building Wiring Infrastructure
We have completed infrastructure upgrades in the Bloch School of Business, Health Sciences building,
Union Station, Biological Sciences, Spencer Chemistry, Fine Arts, School of Education, Durwood Soccer
Stadium, Johnson Hall, Pershing Place Bld., Student Union, Law School, Miller Nichols Library, Student
Success Center, Cherry Street Garage and are currently working on the Medical School. We hope to
complete the Medical School upgrade to Category 6 cable over the next year. See Appendix for status
chart by building.
Critical Issues
 New cable standards, Category 7 that will support 10 gigabit connections are projected to be out in
2014. New standards have increased the cable size and made cable stiffer. These new cables
require larger conduit sizes and longer installation times, which increase cost.
 Copper cable prices have more than doubled in the last 5 years driving up the cost of many of the
supplies we use on a daily basis. If this inflation rate continues cost of materials could cause us to
slow or stop some installations due to insufficient budget.
 Projections based on Infrastructure Services budget at 2007 or higher levels with no additional
projects or funding requirements that would use departmental hard dollars or substantial staff time.
 Projections based on 2007 or higher staff levels. This project would stop or substantially slow down
with staff cuts or vacant staff positions for extended periods of time.

IS PROJECT - VoIP Rollout
We started rolling out voice over IP phones first to all of Information Services and then in the Health
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Sciences building in 2007. We have now replaced phones in the Administrative Center, Biological
Sciences, Bloch School, Spencer Chemistry, Cherry Street, Cockefair Hall, Dental School, Diastole,
Durwood Soccer Complex, School of Education, Epperson House, Heating/Cooling Plant, Fine Arts,
Flarsheim Hall, General Services Bld., Grant Hall, Haag Hall, Hospital Hill Gym, Katz Bld., Law School,
Manheim Hall, Miller Nichols Library, Newcomb Hall, Northland Campus, Old Maintenance, Parking
Structure Hospital Hill, Performing Arts Center, Purshing Bld. Offices, Repertory Theatre Downtown,
Residence Hall Oak Place, Residence Hall Oak Street, Residence Hall Johnson Hall, Royall Hall, Scofield
Hall, Student Union, Swinney Recreation Center, Toy and Miniature Museum, Union Station Offices,
Western Missouri Mental Health Offices and the 51st Annex. Each person who currently has a campus
phone will receive a new IP phone similar in functionality at no charge to the department. See
http://www.umkc.edu/is/nt/umkc-phone.asp for more information on phones. See Appendix for
buildings with VoIP phones deployed.
Critical Issues
 This project is dependent on both the campus network and each buildings cable plant infrastructure.
IP phones require inline power for greatest functionality which requires a Category 5 or higher cable
plant. This project would slow if the campus infrastructure project is delayed.
 The campus PBX is 30 years old and a catastrophic failure would require an immediate cutover to IP
phones.
 Projections based on Infrastructure Services budget at 2007 or higher levels with no additional
projects or funding requirements that would use departmental hard dollars or substantial staff time.
 Projections based on 2007 or higher staff levels. This project would stop or substantially slow down
with staff cuts or vacant staff positions for extended periods of time.

Infrastructure & Network New Buildings
UMKC is currently building Bloch Executive Hall and expanding the Miller Nichols Library with additional
classroom space, remodeling work at the Medical School and planning a new student residence hall on
Hospital Hill. These projects require extensive planning, engineering and staff time both before and
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during the buildings construction. Bringing voice and data systems online when a building is completed
requires the efforts of the entire Infrastructure Services department.
Critical Issues
 Additional buildings with additional voice and data equipment put a greater demand on campus
resources. Specific to Information Services, network usage both wired and wireless, the load on the
Internet connections which cost hard dollars to increase, Call Center support, trouble tickets and
onsite visits to repair and trouble shoot issues, network security, etc. These projects include cost for
cable plant and electronics but no additional resources for staff or ongoing maintenance of
infrastructure.
 Projections based on Infrastructure Services budget at 2007 or higher levels with no additional
projects or funding requirements that would use departmental hard dollars.
 Projections based on 2007 or higher staff levels. Building projects could not make deadlines for
building openings with staff cuts or vacant staff positions for extended periods of time.

Shared Services - Network Architecture Engagement
UMKC is actively participating in the system-wide Shared Services Initiative. This initiative includes
projects that span multiple campuses designed to cut costs, share resources and even staff when
possible. Specific to IS -Infrastructure Services is the Network Architecture Engagement Project. The
goal of this project is to enhance the Universities intercampus data network in support of shared
services. Cisco has agreed to provide free consulting services in support of this project. A Network
Architecture Engagement Committee has been formed with representatives from each campus, the
Hospital and MOREnet to work with Cisco to move this project forward.
Critical Issues
 Trying to get agreement across all groups on objectives and outcomes of the committee.
 Funds and staffing to implement the committee’s recommendations

Individual Infrastructure Services Accomplishments This Period

















Completed infrastructure upgrades on Medical School 2nd floor.
Internet1 link speed increased from 375M to 600M.
Infrastructure Services staff attended over 130 hours of training during this reporting period.
Hosted IP phone training classes for several departments.
Moved special equipment, voice and data for Police department into new offices.
Staff member served as the campus building liaison representative.
Completed over 281 moves, adds and changes on voice jacks, data jacks and phones.
Designed and planned infrastructure, voice and data networks for Bloch Executive Hall.
Responded to, solved and closed 270 trouble tickets recorded in Remedy.
Installed over 150 Voice over IP phones.
Staff member served on the Inter Campus Network Committee.
Upgraded construction documents from Division 17 to Division 27 standards to use on all future
voice and data projects.
Completed infrastructure installation and activation in the Cherry Street Parking Garage.
Processed over 2.6 million calls through voice systems.
Converted 51st Annex to Voice over IP phones.
Designed and planned infrastructure, voice and data networks for the Miller Nichols Library
Classroom Addition.
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Marked University buried cable plant locations as required by Missouri law for One Call services over
228 times during this reporting period.
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6

Security











Implemented Windows 8 Group Policy changes on campus
Implemented Windows 8 Bootup Services server
Implemented Server 2012 redundant DHCP
Implemented first phase Server 2012 DNS changes
First phase of Identity Management planning meetings to implement new Identity Manager
Second phase of UM-System Decentralized Servers audit
First phase of UM-System portable devices audit
Upgrade of Microsoft Operations Manager system
Setup new Windows Licensing server due to Microsoft licensing issues, and assisted with repairs
of license-broken campus computers
Setup Microsoft IP Address Management server to better track IP address reservations on
campus
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Information Access
Efforts of the Information Access Division during the period July through December 2012 were notable
for the improvements made in measurements of customer response times, despite a steady increase in
requests for service. All divisions had singular and combined successes. In addition, the Instructional
Technology website was completely re-written and re-structured. The new website piloted in December
2012.
Instructional Design (ID) ID works with individual instructors and departments across campus
incorporating assessment, goals and best practices to provide a sound structure for learning, particularly
in the online learning. ID offers certification courses, training and workshops aimed at educating faculty
and improving courses for students. In July 2012, an additional Instructional Designer was added to the
team. A total of 15 courses were certified between July and December 2012.
Instructional Technologies (ITS) Usage of ITS related tools including Blackboard, Moodle, Tegrity and
Wimba increased following the trend of the last few years. ITS continued the rollout of Equella, a Digital
Asset Management system. Live chat support continues to be a very popular support option with a 50%
increase in tickets compared to the preceding six months.
Foundation Services (FS) FS provides secure, professionally managed data centers to meet the growing
information technology (IT) needs of academic and administrative units at UMKC. FS upgraded the
campus virtual server infrastructure and now provides the UM system infrastructure for the shared
service initiative on Remedy Help Desk. FS worked with Networking and Security and Research to create
a secure cluster providing additional protection for campus resources with sensitive information.
Internal Applications (IA) Internal Applications worked on large projects for a number of colleges and
schools and performed semi-annual account cleanup processes. IA has released a number of mobile
application devices in both Android and iOS formats which have provided lots of adulation for the
campus. The database administration team have reshaped the campus Oracle, SQL Server and MySQL
databases with a more robust development and production environment and optimized servers through
consultation with programmers using the servers.
Academic Enhancement (AE) AE continues to provide academic support for instructors providing
supplemental material for courses. In the past six months the group produced many live streaming
events distributed to thousands of customers across the world. AE has established a relationship with
UMKC Athletics producing a weekly coach’s show highlighting the success of UMKC’s student athletes.
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Instructional Design (ID) Accomplishments
The UMKC Instructional Design group has focused on offering training sessions in best practices related
to online courses. ID works with individual departments to incorporate assessment, goals, and best
practices to provide a sound structure for online learning. ID is also certifying online courses for quality
under supervision from the Provost office. ID is offering certification of online instructors who have the
opportunity to experience an online course from the perspective of a student while studying techniques
to communicate effectively with this type of learner. In July 2012, an additional Instructional Designer
was added to the team. Subsequently, growth in the number of individual consultations with faculty
and in the number of courses certified has grown more rapidly during this period of time.
ePortfolios
 The History portfolio structure was changed to reflect differences in the portfolio requirements of
the BA and MA programs. Students are now identified as either a BA or an MA student when they
are enrolled in Foliotek. Work on these changes to the portfolio structures was completed in August
2012. The number of students currently enrolled in Foliotek reflects the actual number of students
who are currently working on a portfolio.
 Foliotek enrollment from the period of 07/01/2012-12/31/2012
o Continued successful usage by the History and Dental Hygiene departments
o 213 active School of Dentistry accounts
o 82 active History Department accounts (see program breakdown below)
Arts and Sciences
Program
History BA students
History MA students

Number of Active Students as of 12/31/2012
72
10
School of Dentistry

Program
Basic Prep
Degree Completion

Number of Active Students as of 12/31/2012
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Course Certifications
A total of 15 courses were certified between 07/01/2012 and 12/31/2012. It is interesting to note that
faculty of courses that were not System funded requested a certification review. The Instructional
Design team feels that there will be many programs that choose to certify their courses retroactively for
a variety of different reasons.
Program

Course Number

Course Name

Faculty Developers

System
Funded?

BLA

Art 114

7/11/2012

English 311

Yes

8/3/2012

BLA

Eng 323

Shakespeare

Yes

8/17/2012

BLA

Math 116

Mathematics for
Liberal Arts

Yes

8/17/2012

BLA

History 208

Yes

11/28/2012

BLA

Philosophy 210

World Civilization
since 1600
Introduction to
Philosophy

Kati Toivanen/ Dylan
Mortimer
Jennifer Phegley/
Henri Wood
Laurie Ellinghausen/
April Austin
Stephanie Van
Rhein/ Muhammad
Ahmad
Andrew Bergerson

Yes

BLA

Foundation Digital
Design
American Literature I

Clancy Martin

Yes

11/30/2012

BLA

CJC 320

12/5/2012

Soc 322

Yes

12/13/2012

BLA

Hist 400CL/Econ
300CS

Ken Novak/ Jessica
Hodge
Theresa Torres/
Ricardo Marte
Viviana Grieco/ Bill
Black

Yes

BLA

Yes

12/22/2012

Education

EDRP 5555

Supreme Court and
Criminal Procedure
Race and Ethnic
Studies
Latin American
Crises and
Opportunities
Statistical Methods II

Jake Marszalek

No

10/26/2012

MA CIL

EDRP 5513

Valerie Blackwell

Yes

8/13/2012

MA CIL

EDCI 5544

Michael Wei

Yes

9/17/2012

MS in
Nursing
Nursing

N5556

Life-Span Human
Development
Theory and Research
in Language Learning
Program Evaluation

Katherine Smith

No

10/31/2012

Erin Ellington

No

8/24/2012

Nursing

N5547M

Foundations of
Family Psychiatric
Nursing Advanced
Practice
Diagnostic
Reasoning/Health
Assessment

Erin Ellington

No

8/30/2012

N5546

Date
Certified

Faculty Workshops
 One online certification course was completed between July and December with 9 instructors
obtaining certification (see chart below for details).
 A new series of workshops was designed to assist faculty in developing online courses so that
they meet the UMKC Online Course Design Standards. This set of four hands-on workshops (12
hours), entitled “Build Your Online Course” debuted in July 2011. A total of 18 faculty members
took this course (offered twice) between July and December 2012.
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Other workshops designed and offered by the staff of the Instructional Design and the
Instructional Technology Services departments
o Effective Social Media Engagement with Students in the Classroom (offered 3 times with
15 attendees)
o Grade Center in Blackboard (offered 2 times with 10 attendees)
o Tests and Surveys in Blackboard (offered 1 time with 5 attendees)
o Using Rubrics to Make Assessment More Efficient (offered 1 time with 5 attendees)
o Learning Outcomes: Increasing Alignment with Goals and Course Content (offered 1
time with 7 attendees)
o Learn Moodle (offered 1 time with 4 attendees)
One-on-one instructional design meetings: From July – December 2012, a total of 67 UMKC
faculty met with the Instructional Design team as they created their online courses. Total
combined time for all of these sessions was 126 hours (see chart below for number of faculty
and hours per month spent on this activity).

Faculty Completing the Online Certification Course
July/August 2012 Faculty
Oct/Nov 2012 Faculty
This course was cancelled
Demiroz
Drew Gounev
Esposito
Gaines
Gold
Hodgen
Kumar
McCall
Shealey

One-On-One Instructional Design
July-December 2012
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
July

August

September

Number of Faculty

October

November

December

Number of hours
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Instructional Technologies (ITS) Accomplishments
Blackboard Help Center
 Improved customer tracking procedures, extension of after-hours service, and Live Chat support
resulted in a 50% increase in ticket numbers over the preceding 6 months
 Enhanced student assistant training, along with regular review and self-learning on relevant
technology topics, resulted in a 90% tier 1 or 2 ticket resolution rate
 The group initiated and collaborated with Internal Applications Department to improve user
interface and functionality of the Blackboard User Request System
 Operation hours were extended from 7AM to 10PM on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Sundays (6pm to 10pm only) with the Live Chat tool
 Customer feedback was largely positive
Blackboard Usage Data
Total FS2012 courses: 7,821
FS2012 courses with discussion boards: 394
Support Issues by User Category
The number of ITS-related tickets for the January-June 2012 period showed an increase of 49% over the
total for the previous six months. While actual call numbers may have increased slightly, the majority of
the difference is due to procedural changes in the ticket creation process which have significantly
improved customer issue tracking.
Support Issues by User Category
2011, Second Half
Category
Count Percentage of Total Count
Faculty
755
37.75% 1006
GRA/Work Study
23
1.15%
37
Staff
305
15.25%
351
Student
894
44.70% 1569
Other
23
1.15%
16
Total 2000
100.00% 2979
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2012, First Half
Percentage of Total
Count Change
33.77%
33.25%
1.24%
60.87%
11.78%
15.08%
52.67%
75.50%
0.54%
-30.43%
100.00%
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Support Issues by Application
Blackboard continues to account for the vast majority of user contacts and its proportional ranking is
little changed from 2011:RP2. Calls formerly classified under Learning Objects are now listed as Campus
Pack. Blackboard Collaborate and Wimba are overlapping categories that will be combined in an
updated ticket tracking systems.
Support Issues by Application
2012, First Half
Percentage of
Application
Count
Total
Blackboard Collaborate
0
0.00%
Blackboard
2507
84.16%
Campus Pack
27
0.91%
Clickers
9
0.30%
Digital Media
12
0.40%
Listserv
40
1.34%
Moodle
67
2.25%
Pathway
0
0.00%
Pilot Projects
0
0.00%
Respondus Editor
10
0.34%
Respondus LockDown
0
0.00%
SharePoint
4
0.13%
Tegrity
118
3.96%
Turnitin
22
0.74%
Wimba
48
1.61%
Other(b)
115
3.86%
Total 2979
100.00%

2012, Second Half
Percentage of
Count
Total
1
0.04%
1734
75.72%
23
1.00%
18
0.79%
6
0.26%
52
2.27%
19
0.83%
1
0.04%
5
0.22%
8
0.35%
9
0.39%
6
0.26%
201
8.78%
23
1.00%
62
2.71%
122
5.33%
2290
100.00%

Count Change
(a)
-30.83%
-14.81%
100.00%
-50.00%
30.00%
-71.64%
(a)
(a)
-20.00%
(a)
50.00%
70.34%
4.55%
29.17%
6.09%
-23.13%

(a) These categories were new or contained no data for 2012 RP1.
(b) ‘Other’ includes calls on miscellaneous topics such as Exchange email, UFirst, general University
policies and information requests, reports of viruses and phishing attempts, etc.
Support Issues by Origin
The proportion of educational technologies users who approach ITS directly has continued to increase.
The fact that rising numbers of users are approaching ITS directly, rather than being routed through the
general campus Call Center, is due to several factors. These include (1) increasing number of professors
who pre-emptively address students’ potential technical challenges by including ITS contact information
and hours in their syllabi; (2) improvements to the ITS website which make it easier for users to identify
and directly contact the person best able to assist them; (3) inclusion of ITS contact information in
multiple locations on the Blackboard portal, login, dashboard, and technical assistance pages.
Online chat is continuing to make inroads, particularly amongst student users where it has become the
contact method of first choice. Email is showing a corresponding decrease amongst all users.
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Support Issues by Origin

Origin
Direct ITS Contact
Chat
Email
In-Person
Phone
Web Form(c)
Classroom Technologies
Support Services
Web Form(c)
Total

2012, First Half
Percentage of
Count
Total
1348
67.40%
154
11.42%
844
62.61%
6
0.45%
344
25.52%
0
593
59
2000

0.00%
29.65%
2.95%
100.00%

2012, Second Half
Percentage of
Count
Total
1814
79.21%
509
28.06%
545
30.04%
15
0.83%
736
40.57%
9
0.50%
1
0.04%
424
18.52%
51
2.23%
2290
100.00%

Count Change
34.57%
230.52%
-35.43%
150.00%
113.95%

-28.50%
-13.56%
14.50%

(c) Web Form contact method is now classified under department of ticket assignment, rather than
as a separate contact category.
Breaking down contact method by university role shows some interesting differences amongst groups.
While faculty and staff continue to prefer the ‘traditional’ methods of telephone and email, students
have wholeheartedly embraced the new live chat option, accounting for most of that option’s more
than 300% growth since the last reporting period. Amongst students, live chat is now the second most
preferred contact method, significantly outpacing email, due to extended chat coverage hours,
experienced staff, and acceptance by younger users as a familiar and completely appropriate mode of
communication.
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Contact Method by User Type
User Category
Faculty
Phone
Email
Chat
Webform
In Person
Staff
Email
Phone
Chat
In Person
Webform
Student
Phone
Chat
Email
Webform
In Person

Number
1006
475
420
100
6
5
351
192
116
33
8
2
1569
704
496
303
64
2

Percentage
47.22%
41.75%
9.94%
0.60%
0.50%
54.70%
33.05%
9.40%
2.28%
0.57%
44.87%
31.61%
19.31%
4.08%
0.13%

Support Issues by Resolution
ITS continues to be responsible for the resolution of the majority of instructional technology-related
issues reported by campus users. However, the Call Center staff deserves a great deal of credit for their
increasing expertise and ability to resolve tier one issues related to ITS-supported applications.
Support Issues by Resolution
Closing Department
Count
Central Systems
0
Classroom Tech Services
3
Internal Apps
0
Instructional Tech Services
2473
Support Services
503
Total 2979

2012, First Half
2012, Second Half
Percentage of Total Count Percentage of Total
0.00%
1
0.04%
0.00%
1
0.04%
0.00%
2
0.09%
83.01% 1922
83.93%
16.88%
368
16.07%
100.00% 2290
100.00%
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Support Issues by University Division
A college, department, or division was reported in fewer than half of ITS-related tickets. The remainder
is generally students, community members, or new faculty/staff whose personal information is not yet
available via the ticketing system.
The College of Arts & Sciences, The Schools of Dentistry, Nursing, Education, and Pharmacy, and various
non-academic departments continue to be the heaviest users of ITS services.
Support Issues by University Division

Division
Administrative Depts.
Arts & Sciences
Bloch School of
Business
Conservatory
Libraries
School of Biological
Sciences
School of
Engineering/Computer
Science
School of Graduate
Studies
School of Dentistry
School of Education
School of Law
School of Medicine
School of Nursing
School of Pharmacy
Total

2012, First Half
Percentage
Count
of Total
160
12.16%
284
21.58%
92
6.99%

2012, Second Half
Percentage
Count
of Total
85
8.73%
282
28.95%
48
4.93%

Count Change
-46.88%
-0.70%
-47.83%

33
18
48

2.51%
1.37%
3.65%

18
30
28

1.85%
3.08%
2.87%

-45.45%
66.67%
-41.67%

38

2.89%

35

3.59%

-7.89%

7

0.53%

2

0.21%

-71.43%

101
137
12
110
188
88
1316

7.67%
10.41%
0.91%
8.36%
14.29%
6.69%
100.00%

74
83
5
76
134
74
974

7.60%
8.52%
0.51%
7.80%
13.76%
7.60%
100.00%

-26.73%
-39.42%
-58.33%
-30.91%
-28.72%
-15.91%
-25.99%
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Wimba
WIMBA VOICE
Presentations
Board
Podcaster
Email
Authoring
GRAND TOTAL

01/12-06/12

07/12-12/12

Change

41
40
26
51
34
192

10
17
10
24
24
85

-75%
-57%
-61%
-52%
-29%
-55%

1057

1071
27617

+1%

21722
28075

21138
28850

-2%
+3%

WIMBA CLASSROOM
Rooms
Users
WIMBA PRONTO
Users
Courses
Campus Pack
CAMPUS PACK TRENDS

06/12

12/12

Change

Content in Courses

56007

64825

+16%

Content in PLS

28754

36724

+28%

Content in Group Spaces

2909

3460

+18%

GRAND TOTAL

87670

105009

+20%
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July

August

September

October

57,405
(+2%)

59,191
(+3%)

59,694

61,937
(+3%)

63,455
(+2%)

64,825
(+2%)

Content in PLS

29,506
(+2%)

32,661
(+10%)

35,384
(+8%)

36,007
(+1%)

36,343

36,724
(+1%)

Content in Group Spaces

3,015
(+3%)

3,350
(+11%)

3,206
(-4%)

3,208

3,211

3,460
(+7%)

Data Transfer (monthly)

9.09 GB
(+171%)

3.89 GB
(-57%)

8.15 GB
(+109%)

4.67 GB
(-42%)

3.13 GB
(-33%)

2.42 GB
(-22%)

Storage Quota Used (total)

18.65
GB
(+9%)

19.75
GB
(+5%)

20.02 GB
(+1%)

20.37
GB
(+1%)

20.96 GB
(+2%)

21.65 GB
(+3%)

Peak Active Weekly Users

346
(+5%)

623
(+80%)

694
(+11%)

609
(-12%)

611

499
(-18%)

Campus Pack
Overall Usage Trends by
Month
Content In Course

November December

Turning Technologies (Clickers)
 33 instructors currently using Turning Technologies.
 11 Instructors using Mobile Learning (ResponseWare software).
 2659 students registered in Blackboard (accumulated).
 52 (45%) ILE Classrooms Turning Technologies enabled.
Listserv
Listserv Usage
Term
Lists

Subscribers

Postings

Emails Sent (millions)

FS 2012

214,204

13,811

5,306,418

449

Maestro
 Active accounts: 20
 Tracking Events: 320,195
 Directly distributed Recipients: 952,993
Moodle
 Active course sites plus organizations: 54
SharePoint
 UMKC has 427 sites running for faculty, staff and research purposes.
 Total unique users: 2327
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Tegrity
Recordings
viewed
231,023

Course Recording Podcast
MP3
M4V
Session
sites
created
downloads downloads downloads downloads
690
2877
836
2049
594
602
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Foundation Services Accomplishments
Storage/SAN
Foundation Services added over 90 TB of space to our production application and virtual machine
services. We are in the process of adding another 288 TB for additional file services.
Our existing DAS-based file storage arrays were migrated to SAN-based storage. Over 25 TB of data was
migrated as a result. UMKC file services are now fully virtualized.
In the ongoing effort to bring down costs and maintain a more homogeneous environment Foundation
Services completed working with departments and schools to migrate tape-based backups to disk.
Foundation Services procured and has begun to implement a new backup product (Simpana by
CommVault). We expect to dramatically increase retention and coverage with this product.
ITSM
Foundation Services, as part of a shared initiative, is hosting the server infrastructure for the new
Remedy Help Desk system. The system is now production and performing very well.
Server Virtualization
Foundation Services continues to target candidates for server virtualization. The campus as a whole is
about 90% virtualized, and Foundation Services is near 99%.
Systems Monitoring (Bunyanesque)
We continue to enhance our uptime monitoring infrastructure. New custom jobs have been created to
enhance capabilities. All production servers are now being monitored.
Performance Monitoring (vOPS Server Standard)
We implemented a new performance monitoring platform that allows for a more proactive view of
UMKC’s private cloud. All production servers are now being monitored.
Miscellaneous
Additional notable achievements for Foundation Services
 Foundation Services remedied and closed 635 Remedy tickets. Average ticket times for all priority
classes (standard, urgent, critical) have held at their historically low values.
 Provisioned approximately 75 new virtual servers.
 Virtualized approximately 20 physical servers.
 Created a host of new reports for proactively monitoring our environment.
 Created a new application that automatically populates Active Directory groups (to reflect school
and course attendance, etc.).
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Internal Applications Accomplishments
Database Server Design, Implementation & Administration
Oracle, MySQL, MSSQL
 Decommissioned and consolidated the number of Oracle servers in production.
 Helped resolve backup issues related to Avamar on Oracle servers.
 Migrated all of the old schemas from the ORA4 server.
 Setup DBLinks and migrated remaining users away from KCORA4.
 Decommissioned KCORA4.
 Cleaned up a number of DBLinks to use our group credentials as opposed to credentials tied to a
specific programmer.
 Inventoried the various Oracle patches that we will need to apply to our servers.
 Worked with Columbia to resolve the query issue related to the admissions app status check.
 Updated the DBLinks on our various Oracle instances that connect to PS Student so that they
connect to the new PS instance.
 Successfully tested restoration of SQL Server databases through Avamar.
 Successfully installed relevant drivers and tested connectivity between MS SQL Server and the
Sybase server.

Software Design and Development


























Communiversity: Completed multiple enhancements as part of Phase 2 and Phase 3 of this
project.
Developed a new version of the UMKC Lookup to included manager and direct report
information.
Began work on the SGS iPhD Student Tracker.
Began work on the Law Event eCommerce website.
Began work on creating a My UMKC page on the portal.
Developed and published an Android version of the Career Services app
Developed and published an Android version of the Women's Center app
Developed an alumni related application for the English department.
Implemented multiple BBUR enhancements
Completed the work order component on web MACS.
Implemented a PL/SQL package to allow combination of Moodle courses.
Extracted and generated student, faculty and staff photos from CBORD for use within Outlook.
Created an opt-in/opt-out page for above project.
Multiple edits and enhancements to the Conservatory website.
Multiple edits to the HR Performance appraisal site.
Completed HTML5 video testing.
Developed a website for workshop creation and sign up for ITS.
Multiple edits to the IS website.
Developed a Lanny Solomon memorial scholarship page for the Bloch School.
Developed an internal record request application for IS Security.
Worked with the ITS team to implement a UI redesign for portal.
Implemented a jQuery Mobile page for the A-Z index.
Developed an opt-in/opt-out site for the staff council distribution list.
Completed implementation of a mass texting solution.
Multiple edits to the Diversity, Access & Equity website.
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Developed an ecommerce page for the law school's speech symposium.
Developed an advanced deposit ecommerce form for Pharmacy, Architecture and HSCP for the
kiosk.
Made multiple edits and enhancements to the admit letters application for Admissions.
Developed a mobile version of the IS website.
Multiple edits and enhancements to the UFirst application.
Developed a donations form for the Women's Center.
Multiple edits and bug fixes were made on the Provost's policy library site.
Developed a new online course offerings form for HSCP.
Generated reports for the A&S SP 2012 evaluations.
Developed an application to manage WordPress requests.
Worked with a graduate student at SCE who was interested in developing a Pathway app Generated JSON files and provided several app ideas for their prototype.
Began work on an appointment scheduler for the Bloch School.
Resolved multiple bugs on the SBS Survey application.
Began work on version 1.1 of the UMKC Mobile app for iOS and Android.
Developed an iOS version of the Career Services app.
Migrated the Special Accounts app from PL/SQL to ASP.NET
Developed a database tracker app to track schema owners on our various database servers.
Developed a survey tracker app to track the various surveys being run on campus.
Developed a visit day form and admin area for the School of Education.
Developed a graduate student orientation form and admin area for the School of Education.
Began work on the RooWriter project.
Multiple edits to the New Letters eCommerce form.
Worked with the UMKC Innovation Center to allow Quikpay integration for KC Source Link.
Created multiple opt out sites for distribution lists managed by the History department.
Developed a call for proposals form and admin area for the Women of Color Leadership
Conference.
Developed an ecommerce page for the Women's Center V-Day campaign.
Developed a health tracker application for the Environmental Health department.
Modified all the ecommerce donation forms to allow for international addresses.
Developed a tutor sign up website for the SBS Peer Tutor program.

Software Administration




WordPress
o Multiple WordPress sites created on info.umkc.edu, infodev.umkc.edu and
stuorgs.umkc.edu
Catalog Navigator
o Implemented a new template.
o Resolved issue related to approved courses not showing up in the catalog.
o Developed a curriculum workflow for the School of Nursing's BHS program.
o Added Google search to the catalog.
o Resolved the catalog rollover issue.
o Resolved the user login issue.
o Resolved a bug related to course data.
o Upgraded catalog navigator to version 6.2.7
o Resolved course display issue (incorrect academic level).
o Provided a training session for the Bloch School's curriculum committee.
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Provided a training session for the Dental School's curriculum committee.
Developed a quick guide for CN users.
Resolved a bug related to ENT courses.
Worked with Decision Academic to resolve the LDAP authentication issue.
Resolved the Bloch School's course display issue.
Resolved the Sociology department's course display issue.
Resolved the help link issue.
Generated a static copy of the catalog for the Registrar's Office.
SSO letter generation for ISAO - Generated each week.
Exchange mailbox deletion processing - Weekly processing of deletion notices to faculty, staff
and students who are no longer eligible for a mailbox on the Exchange server.

Documentation/Version Control








Multiple android related notes added to our OneNote documentation repository.
Migrated all of our scanning services to our OneNote documentation repository.
Created a detailed disaster recover/upgrade report related to scanning services.
Created a multi-year report related to scanning activity.
Documented Yii framework and AutoIT script/language in OneNote.
Performed an inventory of some of the defunct DSNs on fusion1.
Began initial work related to obtaining ER diagrams and additional documentation on PS Student
and PS HR.

Scanning Services
Scanning services provided during this period include
Total tests scanned: 779
Total surveys scanned: 4
Total evaluations scanned: 20,560 in 18 evaluation scan requests.
Exam Requests by School
Division

Count

Arts & Sciences
Bloch School of Business
Conservatory
School of Biological Sciences
School of Engineering/Computer Science
School of Education
School of Law
School of Medicine
School of Pharmacy
Total
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164
12
132
2
11
17
25
52
779
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Evaluation Scan Requests by School
Division

Count

Arts & Sciences
Bloch School of Business
School of Engineering/Computer Science
School of Law
Total
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1
5
2
18
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Academic Enhancement Accomplishments
















Chancellor’s Office – Recorded/Coordinated recording and live streaming of Chancellors
Strategic Listening Sessions (2)
VSI – Completed the first half of the new online/DVD Modern World History Course
School of Law – Multi-Camera recorded Campus Free Speech Litigation
Cases 40 years later, post production for DVD sales/distribution to begin in January
Academic Enhancement – Finished promo
Athletic Department – Produced 15 Kangaroo Sports Update shows , compressed and uploaded
to AD’s FTP, continue to assist with each show’s feature spot
Conservatory of Music – Produced 3 live video performances
Sponsored AVID Product demonstrations in studio for the state of MO.
Coordinated IPE Panel Discussion with CTS/Bill Marse
Attended as consultant – KCKCC Public School Advisory Committee Meetings/invited back
Dept. Of IS - Designed Web Page navigation buttons
School of Education – Produced Eugene Eubanks Eulogy
Applied Language Institute – Mastered/delivered final ALI promo
Bloch School – provided videographer/footage for Chinese Delegation,
International Promo PDP Program/6 speaker series events
Division of Diversity – recorded 8 programs, provided DVD’s of each
Dept. of Biology – produced online lab procedure demo and animation
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Data Warehouse
The UMKC Data Warehouse supports the campus by providing a one-stop shop for data and numbers
regarding campus activities. Working with the Office of Records and Registration, the Human Resources
Officer, the Officer of Admissions, and the Division of Advancement Services; the UMKC Data
Warehouse provides reporting services to the campus.

Data Requests Processed
The UMKC Data Warehouse provides a number of self-service, online reporting tools to allow users to
retrieve information about UMKC. However, not every request can be met this way; thus we allow users
to submit ad-hoc requests to our office. Below is a chart detailing the number of requests we have
completed.
Request Area
Student Records
Admissions
Human Resources
Advancement Services

# of Requests Completed
227
36
18
471

Average Feedback
3.8 / 4.0 (N=29)
4.0 / 4.0 (N=3)
4.0 / 4.0 (N=5)
--

Average Turnaround Time
3.6 days
3.9 days
4.0 days
--

Completed Projects
Below is a listing of major projects that the UMKC Data Warehouse completed during the timeframe.
 Fall Semester 2012 Census Process and Reporting
 Sumer Semester 2012 Degree Review and AY2012 Reporting
 PeopleSoft 8.9 to PeopleSoft 9.0 Upgrade
 Cognos 8.4.1 to Cognos 10.1.1 Upgrade
 Advancement 9.5 to Advance 9.8.1 Upgrade
 Advancement Server Virtualization project completed
 Upgraded the rooPlan tools to the latest version
 Overhauled/Redesigned the HR to Advancement Interface

External Surveys completed
On behalf of the campus and various schools/departments, the UMKC Data Warehouse completes a
variety of surveys from third-party organizations. These surveys vary in length and time, some requiring
vast amounts of time, some simpler. Below is a listing of surveys that we completed during the review
period.
 IPEDS Institutional Characteristics Survey
 Bloomberg Business School Survey
 US News – Best Schools of Engineering Survey
 US News – Best Schools of Education Survey
 US News – Best Schools of Business Survey
 Business Journal Top Area Colleges & Universities
 Business Journal Top Area MBA Programs
 Business Journal Top Area Public Employees Survey
 CUPA-HR National Faculty Salaries Survey
 College Board Annual Survey of Colleges
 Oklahoma State University (OSU) Faculty Salary Survey
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National Association of Schools of Music Annual Survey
National Association of Schools of Dance Annual Survey
National Association of Schools of Theatre Annual Survey
Princeton Review Annual Survey
EDUCAUSE Campus Computing Survey
ST. Louis Magazine Survey of Colleges
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